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June 2021 NEWSLETTER
President’s Message

GENERAL MEETING
Via ZOOM
June 15, 2021

Brian McGinley, LCBA President
It is finally June when blackberry blossoms seem to explode all over the
valley, along with a host of other plant species coveted by our bees.
Hopefully, everyone has been successful in nurturing their colonies to full
strength by now so the bees can really pack the honey supers with sweet
nectar. Speaking of honey supers, I want to sneak in a public service announcement regarding mite treatments during this time. The majority of
mite treatments cannot be used when honey supers are on if the honey is
to be used for human consumption. Be sure to double check and follow
label instructions.
Beyond tending to the needs of three robust hives in three locations over
the last month, I closed out swarm season by taking six new colonies created from small swarms and combining them into three colonies with
better populations for the main nectar flow. Definitely an atypical spring
harvest of bees, but enjoyable nonetheless. I have no expectations that
these last three colonies will build up and haul in enough nectar for honey
harvest in August. My goal is simply to help them build up enough
strength and food stores to survive the coming winter. Time will tell.
Beyond the state of my bee yards, I am feeling optimistic about our
chances to staff a booth at the Lane County Fair this summer. State-wide
statistics this month on Covid-19 inoculations (66 percent) suggest that
we should hit the magical 70 percent level in time to permit the Lane
County Fair to happen. Good news for our club, the fair gives us a great
opportunity to have a beekeeping display to share information. Fingers
crossed.

June Meeting Information

Honey Donations

This month’s meeting will cover how
to remove honey supers, extracting
equipment and methods, bottling and
storage of honey and rendering wax
cappings. Mike & Lynn will also talk
about treating for mites once the supers are off.

If you have any extra honey this
year and would like to share with
LCBA please contact Katharine
Hunt. Proceeds benefit the Honey
Bee Research at OSU and other
educational programs.
Katharine keehhunt@gmail.com

General Meeting
Topic: Extracting Honey
From the HIve
Speakers: Mike France &
Lynn Hellwege
Check-in on line at 6:30pm
For Early Q & A Session
Program begins at 7:00pm

NO Early Meeting
this month.
Announcements and program
begin at 7:00pm
See page 2 for meeting details.
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Upcoming Events & Announcements
June 16th - Western Apicultural Society Mini-Conference,
Honey Marketing…How to Add Value to your Harvest

Time: 7:00-9:00p.m. (Mountain Standard Time)
For more information & to Register:
https://www.westernapiculturalsociety.org/events-1
If you would like to receive their webinars notices scroll to
the bottom of the website page and subscribe to their mailing list.
June 21st-27th - Run for the Bees
Virtual fundraiser for “Save the Bee”
https://glorybee.com/5k
See ad on page 4.
June 21st-27th - National Pollinator Week 2021 Pollinator
Week | Pollinator.org
LCBA donated bee friendly plant seeds and
vegetable seeds to the Eugene Public
Library Seed Library. You can browse
seeds on their online inventory and place
requests. No library card is required.
July 21th-25th - Lane County Fair
LCBA may have our display booth at the fair.
Aug 7th - Oregon Coast Honey Lovers Festival (Tentative)
Location: Yachats, OR CANCELLED
Aug 23th - 27th - Oregon Bee Atlas 2021 Beginner Bee
School, Native Bee Survey and Identification Course
Oregon Bee Atlas is offering beginning and advanced classes to train people in basic bee taxonomy.
Bee School | OSU Extension Service (oregonstate.edu)

June Virtual Meeting
General Meeting: Extracting Honey from the Hive presented by Mike France and Lynn Hellwege.
No early class this month.
Log in for both the Q&A and general meeting using the
same link. You may attend one or both. Just stay logged in
after the Q&A for the general meeting presentation.
Date: Tuesday, June 15, 2021
Q & A session begin at 6:30 - meeting will open at 6:20pm
General Meeting begins at 7:00 pm
Join Zoom Meeting by clicking on link below:

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88259630317?
pwd=NWlJc1ltL1hqQ0htVnFVRjZMM3pJUT09
Meeting ID: 882 5963 0317
Passcode: 025006
One tap mobile
+12532158782,,88259630317#,,,,*025006# US (Tacoma)
Dial by your location
+1 669 900 9128 US (San Jose)
+1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
Meeting ID: 882 5963 0317
Passcode:
025006
Find your local number:

https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kdurmF3qoI
Download the ZOOM program at https://zoom.us/.
Click “Sign up it’s Free”.
If you have any questions contact Nancy at:
nancy.ograin@gmail.com or 541-935-7065.

Welcome New Members
Barbara “Bee” Morris
Miguel Cervera
Dave Elliot
Ila & Jason Slater
Tim Tendick

Eugene Seed Library

Eugene
Eugene
Eugene
Eugene
Eugene
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Understanding Honey Bee Swarm Biology
Swarm Study Opportunity
Opportunity to Participate
This is an opportunity for you to help in understanding honey bee swarm biology via participatory research/citizen science. Honey bee swarms are fascinating. Have you ever wondered what percentage of worker bees leave the parental
hive during a swarm? You have probably read in bee books or a couple of journal articles that about 50 percent of the
worker bees will swarm along with the old queen to establish a new nest. One study published in 2012 (Rangel and Seeley, Insectes Sociaux 59, 453–462), suggests that 75 percent of worker bees leave in a swarm. The percentage of worker
bees leaving in a swarm could vary depending on the time of the year (April, May, June, or July) and a few other factors.
We (OSU Honey Bee Lab) are interested in exploring this interesting aspect of swarm biology with the help of citizen
scientists (our beekeepers) by examining as many swarms as possible.
If you would like to be a part of this research, then please let us know as soon as possible as the swarming season might
end early given the unusually warm weather we have witnessed so far this spring. The following contains a brief description of the study/process of data collection.
Study Process/Method
If you witness a low-hanging swarm that can be easily accessed and captured without any risk/hazard, and you also
know for sure the source of that swarm (parental hive), then you can be a part of this study. Once the swarm is settled
on a branch or other substrate, that swarm needs to be hived carefully in a single story hive with eight or ten frames
(frames can be empty or with some honey and pollen). Then the worker bee population should be estimated in both
the captured swarm (in the nucleus hive) and the parental hive (original hive that swarmed).
We can help you estimate the worker population by providing step-by-step instructions. Please call us (Ramesh Sagili:
979 739-9347 or 541 737-5460; Carolyn Breece: 541 224-3589; Heike Williams: 541 740-7877) if you happen to successfully capture a swarm and know the parental hive from which the swarm was issued.
We appreciate your help in increasing the body
of knowledge regarding swarming.
Ramesh Sagili
Oregon State University Honey Bee Lab

Tentative Upcoming Meeting Topics
July Fall & Winter Management
Speaker: TBD
Aug Master Beekeeper Program
Speaker: Jen Holt
What are my Bees Doing in August Speaker,
Andony Melathopoulos, Oregon Bee Project
Sept Bee Stings & Allergies
Speaker: Dr. Jason Friesen
Oct

Reducing Our Fall Colony Losses
Speaker: Dr. Dewey Caron
Oxalic Acid
Speaker: Heike Williams, OSU Extenstion

Nov TBD
Speaker: Morris Ostrofsky
Dec

No Meeting

If you have any requests or ideas for meeting topics contact Fonta at www.wildeverlasting.com.
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Centennial Fundraising
The year 2021 marks the 100th anniversary of the Oregon State Beekeepers Association and in honor of this significant milestone we wanted to raise some funds to support the phenomenal work being done by Dr. Ramesh Sagili and his team at the OSU
Honey Bee Lab. Currently Dr.Sagili has to spend a significant portion of his time
writing grants to support his lab and the graduate students and research assistants
who are working every day to enhance the health and safety of our honey bees. As a result, he has less time
available to engage in the research he loves and spends more and more time attracting the half a million dollars
of operating expenses necessary to run the lab each year. Our plan is to raise $500,000 to support the lab and
it's work for a year and we need your help.
Our efforts will have two parts- a major gifts campaign and an on line crowdfunding platform. We are starting
with the major gifts campaign and have already had significant success but we need your assistance in identifying business/corporation's, as well as individuals, who care about and value honey bees who you can connect us
with and help us make the ask. These could be relatives, customers, suppliers, friends or acquaintances who we
could ask for a gift of $10,000 or more. We hope to raise approximately $300,000 of our goal from this part of
the campaigns.
Any assistance you can supply will be greatly appreciated. Contact me at rfain18@gmail.com with leads or questions and I will be glad to call you for clarification or to arrange contact with your lead.
Our second push will begin with the roll out of our on line platform in July. We will send each of you a link when
the page goes live and ask that you share it with your network and your social media portals in hopes that we
can attract the final $200,000 by September. We would also appreciate any gift that you would like to make to
the campaign personally and hope that you will consider honoring Dr. Sagili and his work along with us.
Becca Fain
Oregon State Beekeepers Association Fundraising Chair

GloryBee.com/5K
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Ask A Beekeeper - May Question & Answer Session
Answers by Ken Ograin

Q: When starting a new hive with a package of bees - when do you add on the second brood box?
A:

Use the 70% Rule. The problem is, it depends on your interpretation of that rule. My interpretation may not be the
same as yours. The 70% rule is to add a box when the bees are working the 7th frame out of ten. What does working mean? Some think it means when the 7th frame is fully drawn out. That is too LATE. When the bees are covering the tops of 7 frames and are packed between the frames, add a box. The comb does not have to be drawn out,
the bees just have to be working on it. If you started with a package of bees and the bees are clustered in 4 or 5
frames, that is not enough to add a box. Even if you started with drawn comb, you want 7 frames covered with
bees before adding. You have no brood when you start with a package. Bees die everyday. It will take the queen 7
to 10 days to start laying eggs. After that it will be 3 weeks before new bees will hatch. In the meantime a lot of
bees are dying. By the 5th week is when you really want to start looking at adding a brood box as new bees are being hatched everyday. It’s tedious and slow for the first 5 weeks. Then watch closely as more bees are hatching
than dying and the population will explode.
*Note: Don’t smoke the bees when you lift the top when checking on adding a box. You want to evaluate the bees
on top of the frames. If you smoke them it forces them down.

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

If I did a split with 2 frames of bees, 2 frames of brood with a queen cell in a nuc box, how long will it take before I
need to transfer into a standard brood box?
The nucs will build up fast. If you wait a full month they may be ready to swarm on you. The 70% rule applies mostly with those who have started with a package of bees. Nucs build up in two to three weeks. If you go to 4-5
weeks they may swarm. Anytime you do a split you always have to go back in and take some fresh brood and
shake some bees from the queen right as the field bees from your nuc will go back to the original hive. Especially if
you put open brood in there as the brood needs to be kept warm and be feed every 4 hours. Member Fonta
Molyneaux tends not to put open brood in her nucs for this reason.
What is the consequence of putting a box on early?
What happens is something called chimney affect. The bees go straight up instead of expanding out to the sides.
You can end up with chilled brood. It takes more bees to keep the brood covered to keep warm. The hive has to be
94 degrees at all times. We want to expand the cluster, not have it go straight up. We are talking about brood boxes, not honey supers. With honey super it doesn’t matter how many boxes you add at a time. The only problem is
that you will have a lot of empty frames or partially capped frames. It’s easier to have full honey supers than to
have a lot of partial supers and it’s also easier to extract. But, if you are going on vacation you can add those extra
boxes to make sure your bees have room.
Why do you have to minimize your time going into the hive?
Every time you lift the lid on the hive you disturb the bees and set them back two or three days and if you remove
frames for inspection you set them back even more. New beekeepers think they have to find the queen and you do
not. You just have to see eggs and larvae then you know your queen is OK. Try not to be in your hive no more than
10 minutes. Use your sample board to tell you what’s going on inside the hive. If 60% of your bees are coming back
with pollen, this means there is a tremendous amount of feeding going on. The only reason they need that much
pollen is for feeding. If you are not seeing much pollen being brought back something is wrong and you will need
to do a hive inspection. Also if you see no bees on top of frames something is not right (this is during the spring,
summer months only. In the fall and winter the bees will cluster). This is just during the spring and summer
months. In the fall and winter bees will cluster.

* New Beekeepers: Don’t worry about making mistakes, we all did and still do. It may take three years to really get a
feel for beekeeping.
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70% Rule

Too early to add a box.

Late -Should have added a box
before this happened.

Just right - Looking down between
the frames you want to see 6 full
slots of bees where bees are covering
7 frames on top. .

May’s general meeting presentation by Fonta
Molyneaux, “Hive Inspections 101, Understanding
by Paula Sablosky, LCBA Secretary the Brood Nest “.

May Meeting Highlights

The key to beekeeping is understanding the brood nest. Don’t be like a Godzilla in Tokyo! The hive is the
world of the bees. When we go in there not knowing what we are doing we are tearing apart their world. We want to
learn to be gentle beekeepers by understanding the layout of the brood nest. Bee management can be a source of inflaming bees and turning the bees defensive. Know your reasons for going into the hive, understand where to look and move
slow but efficiently. Using smoke with discrimination and be sure to put the hive back together exactly in the order that
you found it within 15-20 minutes. When thinking about brood nest dynamics (the area where the queen lays eggs),
Fonta’s favorite mode is two deep boxes in the Langstroth method. Three medium boxes represent the same amount of
space. In a three-dimensional view, the brood nest looks like a round ball and then bees like to wrap it in a layer of gathered pollen with honey in the corners of the frames. From March 21st to June 21st the queen will be laying and the round
ball changes into an egg shape. After June 21st the top of the frame space is filled with honey and the shape then goes
back to a round ball.
When inspecting, the top brood box is removed. The inner frames should be numbered (with ink) numbers 1-10. Frames 1
-5 are a mirror images of frames 6-10, so no need to go thru the entire box unless you are hunting for the queen. Frames 3
and 8, the barometer frames, are the most important frames to look at as these frames will show the most defined pollen
arc. Pollen is the energy source for the hive. The bees will pack it in and turn it into bee bread. Queen pheromones and
open brood pheromones make for a happy hive. The brood area on the inner frames will used and reused. Worker brood
is in the middle of the lower circular area. When capped, the brood looks mottled and flat. Capped drone brood is on the
lower portion of the frame and it looks like bullets. The queen is “usually” found on frame 5 or 6, in the middle of the
brood nest. Finding the queen is not necessary if you have found eggs. Eggs are an indication that the queen was present
within the last three days. The queen is usually found on open brood with a retinue of worker bees that are grooming and
feeding her.
Your colony is defined not by the boxes/cavity, but by the population of bees throughout the season. Cluster Dynamics
during the increase phase with too little space can create swarming. Too much space during decrease phrase results in
continued on page 7
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tunneling. During the increase phase, when 70% of the frames have bees sitting on top
of the frames, it is time to add a brood box. There is no need to pull and look at frames.
Bees will only draw comb if needed and in a flow or feed. Honey brood box. Honey supers are placed on top of brood
boxes. After July 1st, the brood nest will gradually reduce, and the top brood box will eventually be filled with honey. As
winter progresses, the cluster will eat the honey in the lower box and then, move up to the upper box to eat that honey.
The lower box is then left empty.

meeting highlights continued

Fonta’s Hive Inspection Guidelines:
1. Only inspect a hive in temperatures above 55 degrees (65 is preferred).
2. Inspect hives in the heat of the day when the foragers are out (but the wax is fragile and can break /melt in extreme
temperatures).
3. Inspect hives from the back or one side. Do not pull frames from both sides -either 1-5 or 6-10.
4. Remove honey supers and start in the lowest brood box.
5. If you get stung or crush a bee, smoke the area.
6. Try to limit inspections to 15-20 minutes every 12-14 days. In March and April, every 10 days in advance of swarming
season. Note how many frames have brood on them - the % of open vs closed brood.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Do not feed bees or treat with honey supers on.
Wear tight fitting gloves (Fonta likes dishwashing gloves from the Dollar store).
Do not open hive during robbing season or winter.
Keep detailed notes!

When you begin your inspection be sure to have all tools and gear necessary within arm’s reach and have your note taking gear. Plan your objectives and light your smoker before proceeding. Dried herbs and dried plant materials work well.
Smoke does not physically calm the bees and too much may anger them. But using smoke discriminately moves the bees
away, hides their pheromone responses and disguises the alarm after bees are crushed or sting. Smoke does cause their
gorging instinct. Fonta feels using smoke is better than spraying them with sugar water as it gets the bees wet.
Smoking the entrance will move the bees up which is counterproductive, because you want to move them down. Open
the box and take a peek at what they are doing on top of the frames. Do a small puff and close the inner cover and give
them a moment to react. Use your senses, look at what the bees are doing. Do you smell bananas (alarm pheromone),
do you hear a loud roar or gentle buzzing, are you handling them roughly or eliminating bee space (which put bees in the
defensive mode). To remove frames without smashing bees or killing the queen is to start by removing frame #1 and
place that frame safely outside of the hive. Then loosen frame #2, check it out and place it snug up against the wall
where frame #1 was. Loosen frame #3 (this is the first place where the queen might be) and place it snugged up against
frame #2. Keep everything snug so the bees cannot get smashed in the connection points (dog ears) between frames.
Stop inspecting at frame #5. When you are done, move the entire stack as one with your hive tool back into the center.
Gently puff the connection point and replace frame #1.
Your goal is to keep the cluster intact and undamaged and you are only going to go in as
far as you must to observe the following;
eggs, pollen bank, brood pattern, population,
honey stores and any inconsistencies or
warning signs. Also note external observations at least a couple times a week. Learn to
identify normal seasonal activity, queen
events, robbing or disease. Make a point also
to do weekly checks of your mite boards and
to observe droppings.
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Early Educational Meeting: “Defensive Bees Discussion” by Ken Ograin
Defensive or aggressive bees are bees whose behavior has drastically changed. They are gentle and nice one day and then
the next day they are bouncing off you and bothering your neighbors. We are not talking about Africanized bees here.
One of main reasons for this change, in Ken’s opinion, is there is a nectar dearth. A nectar death is a shortage of nectar
producing flowers. The normal nectar flow has decreased and there are fewer sources out there for the bees. The first
dearth usually occurs just before the first major nectar flow in June which is the Himalayan Blackberries. Once the blackberries start producing nectar, which is 35% to 40% sugar, the bees go crazy and they will bring in 3-4 pounds of nectar
per day. Your bees can become aggressive again after the nectar flow is over. The hive may collapse for a few days and
shut down. This occurs because there was so much coming in and now there is nothing. They need time to adjust. You
can pull your honey supers off early to help with this.
Also during a nectar shortage when bees can’t find nectar they often try to steal it from other hives. This begins an aggressive behavior known as robbing. Not only are robbing honey bees aggressive, but the bees being robbed become aggressive protectors of what stores they do have. If robbing is going on you will see bees fighting with each other at the
hive entrance. Also the ground in front of the hive may be littered with dead honey bees. Robbing is a just a fact of life.
It is difficult sometimes for new beekeepers to identify robber bees. They tend to hold out in front of hive and drift back
and forth and you will find them around the cracks and crevices around your hive. They are trying to find their way inside.
Your bees do not hang around. They fly straight in and out. If you see this hovering activity there is a good chance they
are robbing.
One way to help reduce robbing is by using entrance reducers or robbing screens. You can also feed your bees, but this
can be a double edge sword as feeding will keep them from starving if low on stores. On the other hand, the presence of
feed can quickly alert robbers to a feast. If you feed, do not use an outside feeder, use an inside one to reduce robbing.
Also do not use any honey bee healthy products or essential oils. The fragrance of these products can attract robber bees.
You will know you have robbers if you see fighting bees on your landing board and/or dead bees on the ground in front of
the hive. The sample boards will also show chunks of wax. Robbers tend to tear open the honey cells.
Later on in the season rainy weather especially with heat and humidity can create problems and cause defensive hives. If
you see bees in late August hanging outside on the hive, you do not want to do any inspections. If you have an upper entrance you want to close those entrances with some screen or use a moving screen. This allows ventilation, but does not
give the bees access to hive. If you have moisture boxes and you need ventilation, just place them under the inner cover
and do not put any moisture material inside. Be sure to not close off your screen bottom boards. In the heat of the summer the hive is struggling to maintain a constant temperature in the hive, so providing ventilation helps. If you see bees
hanging outside of the hive during this time, it means they need more ventilation. In the heat of the summer if you are
having problems with aggressive bees work them late in the day. Ken personally does not like to go in hive when it is extremely hot.
Queenlessness can also cause feisty bees. This bad behavior usually stops as soon as the colony or the beekeeper replaces
the queen.
One mistake new beekeepers make is going into the hive too often. This causes the bees to become very cranky. You
don’t want to go into your hive any more than you have too. You can observe a lot from the landing board and cut down
on going inside. In Dr. Dewey Caron article, “Handling Defensive Bees” in the April 2021 American Bee Journal, he talks
about this being one of the major causes of defensive bees. Bees sting to defend and remember we are invaders in their
home.
Predators are also a cause for aggressive bees. Yellow Jackets can upset your hive and you will need to use entrance reducers to close it down. Now is the time to get your yellow jacket traps out to control the queen from building nests. Other pests are raccoons and skunks. You will see evidence on the landing board; footprints, scratch marks, defecation around
your hive.
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June Beekeeping Tips
by Chuck Hunt, LCBA Member

know the difference between American Foulbrood (the
most dangerous) and European Foulbrood. American
Foulbrood can be diagnosed using the “ropiness” test.
Outbreaks of American Foulbrood require treatment
immediately.

1. The honey flow will occur mostly in June although the
temperatures will determine how late it continues. It
5. Mites can be observed in the drone pupa cells that are
can last up to five weeks.
revealed when you break the two brood chambers
2. Make sure to put supers on your hives as June progressapart. Look for Varroa mites on the white drone pupa
es. Look into the hives to see if there is whitening on
where they are readily visible at this time. If you see
the top bars of the frames.
Varroa, be aware that the hive is in trouble. Use a sticky
board and other monitoring devices to assess the Var3. It does not harm the hive to super a little ahead during
roa infestation. In serious cases, honey supers may
the early part of the honey flow.
In
other
have to be removed and treatment started in order to
words, you can put on two supers instead of just one
save the hive.
even though you think that one super might do for the
time being. Get your equipment ready for extracting.
4. Watch for outbreaks of foulbrood. Make sure that you
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Lane County Beekeepers were encouraged to
complete a web-based survey document in a
by Dr. Dewey M. Caron
continuing effort to define overwintering losses/
successes of backyard beekeepers in Oregon and
Washington. I received 328 responses from Oregon backyarders, keeping anywhere from 1 to 40 colonies; LCBA members sent in 38 surveys, 17 fewer than last year, reporting on 176 fall colonies.

2020-2021 LCBA Winter Loss Report Part 1

Overwintering losses of LCBA respondents = 32 %, an improvement of three percentage points from 35% average losses
last year. Loss level was one percentage point higher than the 13 year average losses of Lane County Beekeepers. The
trend line of losses however is an increasing one. Percent losses, determined by hive types were 31% Langstroth eight
frame hives and 33% for Langstroth ten frame hives. Nuc losses were 2 of 3 fall colonies =67%. Of three Top bar hives
none were lost. Two of 8 Warre hives were lost (38%) and the one “other,” a Valkyrie horizontal hive, did not survive.
The chart below shows LCBA losses for past 8 years. Solid line is loss trend.

Why Colonies Die?
There is no easy way to verify reason for colony loss. Colonies in the same apiary may die for different reasons. Examination of dead colonies is, at best confusing, and, although some options may be ruled out, we are often left with two
or more possible reasons for losses. There is a good deal of variance in opinion as to what might be an acceptable loss
level. We are dealing with living animals which are constantly exposed to many different challenges, both in the natural
environment and the beekeeper’s apiary.
Major factors in colony loss are mites and their enhancement of viruses especially DWV (deformed wing virus) and declining nutritional adequacy/forage and diseases. Pesticide exposure in the agricultural environment weakens colonies.
Yellow jacket predation is a constant danger to weaker fall colonies, Management, especially learning proper bee care
in the first years of beekeeping, remains a factor in losses. What effects our changing environment such as global
warming and other factors, play in colony losses are not at all clear. There is no simple answer to explain the levels of
current losses nor is it possible to demonstrate that they are necessarily excessive for all the issues facing honey bees in
the current environment.

Management Selections and Losses
I will be preparing a report of how management affected winter losses similar to earlier years. A full report will be post-

ed to pnwhoneybeesurvey.com for the state respondents along with a LCBA individual club report when that analysis is
completed. I thank all LCBA members who sent in a report. Please get in touch with me directly if you have questions or
comments.
Dewey Caron,
dmcaron@udel.edu
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Extractor Information

Refractometer

The club has six manual extractors with hot knives for use by it's
members. These are on a reserved use basis. Please limit your use
to no more than three days, and always clean the extractor before
returning or passing along to the next member. Extractors clean
very easily if cleaned with warm soapy water and flushed out with a
garden hose after you finish for the day. If you wait until the next
day cleaning is more difficult. These manual threeframe units are
the easy to use and to transport.

LCBA has three refractometers to check the
moisture content in your honey. Remember
honey is not honey unless the moisture content is 18.2% or below. Since we no longer
have in-person meetings, you can call or email
to schedule a time with one of our members
below to have them check out your honey.

Eugene, Cal Young Area - Pam Leavitt - 541-344-4228
Eugene, North River Road Area - Katie James 541-688-4111
Springfield - Justin Boe 541-214-2614
Pleasant Hill - Tina & John Franklin 541-953-2028
Elmira - Ken Ograin 541-935-7065
Creswell - Amy Sierzega 541-505-4033 - Not available
June 25th-July11th

Eugene-Judy Scher, 541-344-2114
judyscher@gmail.com
Elmira-Ken Ograin 541-935-7065
woodrt@ pacinfo.com
Cottage Grove - Francis Rothauge
541-520-8391 (no email)

Remember--return it on time, and return it clean!

2021 Officers and Directors
President:

Brian McGinley

541-521-7523

56magoo@gmail.com

Vice-President: Nancy Ograin

541-935-7065

nancy.ograin@gmail.com

Treasurer: Polly Habliston

541-461-0339

polly@uoregon.edu

Secretary: Paula Sablosky

541-206-7173

mygarden122@gmail.com

Jim Rundall

541-688-1925

fjrundall@comcast.net

Fonta Molyneaux

541-592-9332

wildeverlastingfarm@gmail.com

Pam Leavitt

541-344-4228

pamseaver2000@yahoo.com

Lynn Hellwege

541-513-2074

lwege4@comcast.net

Brian Jackson

541-513-3716

brian.honeypaddle@gmail.com

Past-President: Mike France
Committees:
Library - Anita & Arthur Jones

541-232-1610

michaelj62@gmail.com

541-937-2244

beesherenow@gmail.com

Bee School - Pam Leavitt

541-344-4228

pamseaver2000@yahoo.com

Website / Swarm List - Judy Scher

541-344-2114

judyscher@gmail.com

Newsletter Editor - Nancy Ograin

541-935-7065

nancy.ograin@gmail.com

Facilities Coordinator - Jim Rundall

541-688-1925

fjrundall@comcast.net

LCBA Scholarships - Katharine Hunt

541-607-0106

keehhunt@gmail.com

Oregon Master Beekeeper Coordinator - Rita Ostrofsky

541-685-2875

ostrofsky@pacinfo.com

OMB Regional Representative - Rick Olson

541-997-3792

rolson2@attglobal.net

Best Practices Liaisons for Lane County - Mike France &
Becky Lemler

541-232-1610

michaelj62@gmail.com

541-935-9527

beesnjrts@outlook.com

Directors:
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Classified Ads

Bee-related classified ads cost $5.00/month for non-members and are free to members. Classified ads
run for three issues and may be renewed by contacting the editor. Bee-related business ads start at
$35. To place an ad, contact Nancy Ograin by the 1st of the month. 541-935-7065 or via e-mail nancy.ograin@gmail.com.

Free Lids for
Queen Line Jars
1 lb queen line jar lids 58mm
Contact Jerry Marcello
541-683-2147.

Bee Equipment For Sale
Used honey super & deep boxes
Bottom screen boards
Telescoping Lids
For pricing and more info contact
Honey Bee Jen by text
541-914-2225

2019 Sun Queen School of Apiary
2021 Beekeeping Mentorship
Full spectrum classes offered live
through zoom 1st Saturday of the
month March - August.
For more info and list of offerings:
Contact: Fonta
www.wildeverlasting.com
541-592-9332
www.fb.me/sunqueenschool

”Free Assistance for New
Beekeepers”
If you need help or advice in the
construction of your wooden ware,
LCBA member Lee Yamada is offering his woodworking knowledge free
of charge.

For discounts on American Bee Journal subscriptions contact Nancy
Ograin for discount

Contact Info:
LEE YAMADA
lkyboletes@gmail.com
541-844-1206

2021 LCBA New/Renewal Memberships
$25 per year per calendar year (Jan-Dec 2021)
per household or family.
Please remit payment to:
LCBA Treasurer, Polly Habliston
1258 Dalton Dr., Eugene, OR 97404
polly@uoregon.edu
Membership forms for new members and renewals are available on the LCBA website.
Click here to access.

NEWSLETTER CONTACT INFORMATION
The LCBA newsletter is published eleven times a year by the Lane
County Beekeepers Association, 130 Hansen Lane, Eugene, OR
97404. Sample copies may be requested from the editor. Copyright resides with individual contributors. If you would like to reprint anything you see here, please contact the editor. Permission
is normally granted freely for non-profit use. For advertisements,
please contact the editor or the association treasurer by the first of
the month.
Editor: Nancy Ograin
541-935-7065 nancy.ograin@gmail.com
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Links

http://www.lcbaor.org/
https://orsba.org/

https://
extension.oregonstate.edu/mb
Friday in the Apiary
https://extension.oregonstate.edu/
mb/friday‐apiary

Bee Informed
Partnership
https://beeinformed.org/

Honey Bee Lab
Pollinator Health

Honey Bee Health
Coalition

Tools for Varroa Management
& Supporting Videos
https://honeybeehealthcoalition.org/varroa/

Oregon Bee Project

Best Management Practices for Bee Health
https://honeybeehealthcoalition.org/
hivehealthbmps

Bee Diagnostics

PolliNation Podcast

Varroa Management Decision Tool
https://honeybeehealthcoalition.org/varroatool/

https://www.honey.com/

Beltsville Bee Lab
How To Send A Sample To Beltsville, MD for Diagnosis
The go to for American foulbrood.

Honey Bee Health
Resources, Research and Beekeeping
videos
https://bee-health.extension.org/

Residential Beekeeping: Best Practices for Nuisance
Free Beekeeping in Oregon
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em9186

